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Available Formats:

• PollEverywhere

• Print

• PDF

Attention Matters Survey



Are student attention and 
distraction important issues 
for learning?



What are the downsides of 
managing student distraction 
top-down through policies?

What are the alternatives?



Attention:
Key Concepts for 
Teachers and Learners



Think of attention as a prioritizing 
mechanism, not in terms of “span.”



Attention drives memory.



We tend to have limited insight 
about and awareness of our 

limitations.



https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/re
ad/international-report-neuromyths-
and-evidence-based-practices-in-higher-
education/

Betts et al., 2019

Neuromyths and Evidence-Based Practices

https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/read/international-report-neuromyths-and-evidence-based-practices-in-higher-education/


Memory:
Key Concepts for 
Teachers and Learners



Defining and understanding memory: 
Think goals, context, and relevance, not 

containers for information.



Retrieval practice beats rereading.



We rarely remember through passive 
absorption or mere exposure.



The project is also described in detail in chapter 24 of this free E-book:
http://teachpsych.org/ebooks/useoftech

Attention Matters! is a freestanding module that takes about 1-
2 hours for students to complete. It uses interactive activities 
and video demonstrations to show students the limitations of 
attention and address common misconceptions about how 
attention and memory work. 

http://teachpsych.org/ebooks/useoftech




Key Design Principles

• Show, don’t tell

• Peer-to-peer, not lecture from on high

• Interactive activities and video followed by discussion

• Freely available multimedia vetted by SME 

• Low-maintenance for participating faculty

• Linear design with no spoilers





Introduction

Welcome	Text

Student	Guide

MTBI	survey

(CBS	survey)	– for	
some	participants

Unit	One:	What	do	you	know	
about	attention?

Introduction	 to	
Unit	 1

Colour Changing	
Card	Trick	Video

(Selective	
Attention	 Test)	-

optional

What	was	That	
About?	

explanation	 page

Discussion:	Color	
Changing	Card	

Trick

Mental	
Multitasking	

Activity	(Stroop)

Selective	Reading	
Challenge	(Visual	
cocktail	party)

What	was	That	
About?	

explanation	 page

Discussion:	
Multitasking	&	
Selective	Reading

Quiz

Unit	Two:	What	happens	when	
we	overload	attention?	

Introduction	 to	
Unit	 2

Remembering	
Everyday	Objects	
(Penny	drawing)

Discussion:	
Remembering	

Everyday	Objects

Impossible	Texting	
and	Driving	Test	

Video

Discussion:	Texting	
and	Driving	Test

What	was	That	
About?	

explanation	 page

Quiz

Unit	Three:	What’s	your	plan	
for	managing	attention?

Introduction	 to	
Unit	 3

What's	your	Plan?	
page	about	

behavior	change

(Link	to	
Changeology)	-

optional

Page	on	dealing	
w/distracting	
classmates

Discussion:	What's	
your	plan?

Reflect	 on	your	
Plans

Closing	Thoughts	
page

(CBS	survey)	– for	
some	participants

Certificate	 of	
Completion	 issued



Nickerson, R.S., & Adams, M.J. (1979).  Long-term memory for a 
common object. Cognitive Psychology, 11, 287-307.

Try this memory exercise…



We created this 20-question survey based on illusions discussed in Chabris and Simons’ 2010 book 
The Invisible Gorilla: And Other Ways Our Intuitions Deceive Us. These common misconceptions include 
the illusion of attention and the illusion of memory. We added another sub-group of items for we 
termed the illusion of exceptionalism. For the illusion of memory, we focused several items specifically 
on learning, such as the effectiveness of quizzing versus rereading.

1. If something is important, I’ll notice it regardless of what I’m doing or what else is going 
on around me.

2. I can effectively pay attention to several things at once.
3. I can get what I need out of a class or meeting while doing other things at the same 

time.
4. Memory works by “recording” information and playing it back later.
5. The best way to get class material to stick in memory is by re-reading it.
6. It’s possible to learn “by osmosis,” in other words, picking up information in the 

background while you do something else.
7. Some people are naturally able to multitask without any loss to performance.

Counterproductive Beliefs Survey



Findings so far...

• The illusions of attention subscale predicts self-reported 
multitasking behaviors, in a worldwide community 
sample of adults recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 
(N = 121)

• Counterproductive beliefs were higher in the worldwide 
community sample versus NAU students

• Among NAU students, counterproductive beliefs scores 
significantly improve after completing the module
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Select Items from the CBE

1 2 3 4 5

People can be divided 
into two categories, 
those who notice …

I can effectively pay
attention to several things at

once.

It’s possible to learn “by 
osmosis,” in other words, 
picking up information …

If something is 
important, I’ll notice it 

regardless of what I’m … NAU Student
Sample

Worldwide
Community
Sample
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Key Takeaways

• Beliefs about attention matter

• A brief online intervention can change beliefs

• Multitasking and distraction isn’t just a ”digital natives”or
college student problem

• Faculty will use low-maintenance, high-quality interventions

• We can learn from students, not just the other way around



How can we support the 
development of student 
metacognition in this area?



Reflection
Optionally, enter your answers in this Google form (email 
required): https://forms.gle/dRaWh1RRBDr8cA9p6

• Consider the students at your institution. What do you 
most want to share with them about attention? About 
memory?

• How might you accomplish this?

https://forms.gle/dRaWh1RRBDr8cA9p6


Want More?
• For additional information, resources, or free-to-use materials 

from the Attention Matters! project, send email to 
michelle.miller@nau.edu

• Download The Use of Technology in Teaching and Learning ebook:  
http://teachpsych.org/ebooks/useoftech

• Consider signing up for the Neuro, Cognitive, and Learning 
Sciences Bringing Theory to Practice online workshop series:  
https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/learn/olc-new-institute-
schedule/institute-offerings/?id=416&cohort=674

mailto:michelle.miller@nau.edu
http://teachpsych.org/ebooks/useoftech
https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/learn/olc-new-institute-schedule/institute-offerings/?id=416&cohort=674



